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Abstract—As part of the development of dedicated scintillation
cameras for breast imaging, we compared the performances of two
dedicated cameras with a standard clinical camera (Siemens Or-
biter). One dedicated camera was based on a single position-sensi-
tive photomultiplier tube (PSPMT) coupled to a 6 cm by 6 cm by
6 mm NaI(Tl) crystal. The other (LumaGem) was based on mul-
tiple-PSPMTs coupled to a 2 mm 2 mm by 6 mm matrix of
NaI(Tl) crystals. Spatial resolution was measured with all cameras
as a function of depth. The ability of the cameras to image small
superficial tumors was tested with a phantom consisting of six hot
cylindrical tumors of height 3 mm and varying diameters against
a warm background. The tumors were imaged at various depths
within the background using tumor-to-background activity con-
centration ratios of 10 : 1 and 5 : 1. Tumor contrast and signal-to-
noise ratio were measured in all cases for all cameras. The ded-
icated cameras show improved shallow depth of field spatial res-
olution, contrast, and signal-to-noise ratio relative to the clinical
camera when imaging the breast tumor phantom. This, with the
additional advantage of being able to position the cameras close to
the region of interest, suggests that dedicated cameras will play a
strong role in scintimammography and other shallow depth of field
applications.

Index Terms—Biomedical nuclear imaging, cancer, image region
analysis, object detection, position-sensitive photomultiplier tube
(PSPMT), scintillation detectors, scintimammography.

I. INTRODUCTION

A LTHOUGH breast cancer is the most frequently occur-
ring form of cancer in American women, it has a high

cure rate if found in its earliest stages (95% five-year survival)
[1], [2]. X-ray mammography is the method of choice for
detecting early signs of breast cancer because it has a very
high diagnostic sensitivity (80%–90%) [1]–[4]. In addition,
it is inexpensive and readily available, making it an ideal
screening tool. However, X-ray mammography has reduced
diagnostic sensitivity in women with dense breasts. It also
suffers from poor specificity (10%–35%) [1], [2], [4], partic-
ularly for nonpalpable tumors [2], leading to a large number
of unnecessary biopsies. In an attempt to reduce this number
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[5], other imaging modalities, including positron emission to-
mography (PET), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
ultrasound, have tried to address the limitations of mammog-
raphy and have been used as an adjunct to it in cases where
mammograms are inconclusive.

Tc-sestamibi (MIBI) is a tracer with high uptake in breast
carcinoma compared with normal breast tissue [6]–[9]. Studies
using MIBI in single photon planar imaging (scintimammog-
raphy) have shown high diagnostic sensitivities and specifici-
ties in the 80%–95% [7], [10]–[18] range that are essentially
independent of breast density. MIBI can also be used to detect
lymph-node metastases [8], [9], [19] and may be particularly
important in evaluating the sentinel lymph node. MIBI has the
advantage of being both relatively inexpensive and more widely
available than [ F]2–fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) PET or
MRI, making it an attractive adjunct to mammography in the
diagnosis and staging of breast cancer.

Commonly available Anger cameras are not ideal for breast
imaging. They are large, bulky, and designed for general-pur-
pose imaging. Breasts are usually imaged in the prone lateral
position, so lesions located in the medial quadrants of the breast
or near the chest wall may escape detection [18], [20], [21].
Also, due to the limited spatial resolution of these cameras, there
is a significant decrease in diagnostic sensitivity for nonpal-
pable (less than 1 cm diameter) lesions [17]. In response to these
problems, we have developed two compact, dedicated scintilla-
tion cameras for breast and sentinel node imaging. Small cam-
eras can be tailored to have high intrinsic spatial resolution and
high sensitivity. They also are relatively inexpensive. The pri-
mary advantage of dedicated gamma cameras for breast imaging
is their ability to be positioned on all sides of the breast and
to image the breast while under compression. These proper-
ties lead to a decreased tumor-to-collimator distance relative to
conventional gamma cameras, contributing to improved overall
spatial resolution [22], decreased scatter, and, ultimately, im-
proved tumor contrast. Improved spatial resolution contributes
to improved lesion contrast recovery by reducing partial volume
effects. Scatter is decreased because the amount of scattering
material between the source (tumor) and the detector is reduced
when the camera is well positioned or the breast compressed
[23]. Scatter contributes to decreased lesion contrast recovery
by raising the level of the background. Small gamma cameras
can also be angled to minimize background radiation from the
heart, liver, and other organs, also improving tumor contrast.
The dedicated camera is also portable, enabling its use in the
mammography suite or in the surgical suite as an aid in lo-
cating the sentinel node for biopsy. Potential applications for
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use during surgery are numerous, including checking excised
areas for residual tumor.

Several groups have been developing small gamma cameras
for breast imaging. Many have been based on a single Hama-
matsu R3292 5-in-diameter round position-sensitive photomul-
tiplier tube (PSPMT) coupled to both pixilated and slab-type
YAP, CsI(Tl), NaI(Tl), or GSO scintillation crystals [24]–[31].
Although intrinsic spatial resolution on the order of 2 mm has
been achieved, these round detectors are limited in how close
they can be placed to the chest wall. Furthermore, poor energy
resolution has characterized detectors based on pixilated scintil-
lation arrays or YAP scintillators due to poor light output. Other
groups have developed cameras based on the Hamamatsu 3-in-
square series of PSPMTs (R2487 or R3941) coupled to both
pixilated or slab’type CsI(Tl) or NaI(Tl) scintillation crystals
[32]–[34]. Although similar to our prototype device described
below, none have achieved comparable intrinsic spatial reso-
lution. A few groups have reported on the development of de-
tector modules based on the Hamamatsu 1-inseries of PSPMTs
(R5900-C8) coupled to pixilated scintillator arrays [35]–[38].
We have developed a full field of view (FOV), commercially
available gamma camera based on similar detector modules and,
to our knowledge, are the first to do so.

In this paper, we evaluate two dedicated scintillation cameras:
the first a slab detector prototype device and the other a pixi-
lated device. We compared them to a standard Anger camera by
testing their ability to detect artificial breast lesions. Lesions of
various sizes are imaged at various depths within a background
and scatter environment similar to that expected in a compressed
breast. A thorough discussion of small lesion visualization in
scintimammography is given in Weinberget al. [39]. We are
not trying to quantitatively evaluate image quality in this paper;
rather, our goal is to assess whether small, dedicated gamma
cameras offer promise as an alternative to the large, multipur-
pose gamma cameras that are currently in widespread use.

II. M ATERIALS AND METHODS

A. “LumaGem” Dedicated Scintillation Camera

The LumaGem camera (Gamma Medica Inc., Northridge,
CA) [40] consists of a compact 1520 12 cm head attached
to a fully articulating arm that is mounted on a mobile base
with onboard electronics and computer for image display and
processing. It employs an array of discrete 22 6 mm
NaI(Tl) crystals, optically isolated from each other by 0.2 mm
of diffuse, optically opaque, reflective material. The pixilated
scintillator array is optically coupled through a light guide to
an array of 1-in PSPMTs (Hamamatsu Corp., Japan). The
PSPMTs are read out via two resistor chains, and the pulses
coming out of each of the four ends are amplified and digitized.
The total imaging area is approximately 12.512.5 cm .
We tested the camera with a matching square hole colli-
mator (2 2 mm holes, 0.2 mm lead septa, 2 cm thick) and
with a hexagonal hole collimator (1.25-mm-diameter holes,
0.25-mm-thick lead septa, 2.4 cm thick). A lead housing to
minimize detected radiation from outside the field of view and
the housing for each PSPMT result in a minimal 1.25-cm dead
area on three sides of the camera head.

The PSPMTs are able to resolve all of the individual scin-
tillator pixels, and a lookup table is created that associates
each scintillator pixel with a region on one of the PSPMTs.
Events are read in and positioned in a discrete manner within
the 2 2 mm area of each crystal. This is in contrast to the
continuous positioning and sampling employed in a continuous
crystal scintillation camera. Pulse-height spectra are generated
for each crystal independently, and the locations of the pho-
topeaks for each crystal are recorded in an energy correction
table. This information is used to make an energy window
for image acquisition. Finally, the camera is irradiated with a
uniform flood source, and the resulting image is used to correct
for nonuniformity in sensitivity over the camera’s FOV.

B. Prototype Single PSPMT Dedicated Scintillation Camera

A small prototype test camera has previously been reported
on by Levinet al. [41]–[43] and was evaluated as part of this
study. It consists of a single 6 cm6 cm 6 mm NaI(Tl)
crystal directly coupled with optical grease to a single square
Hamamatsu R3941 PSPMT and employs a hexagonal hole
collimator (1.5-mm-diameter holes, 0.2-mm lead septa, 2 cm
thick). The PSPMT has outer dimensions of 7777 mm
and has a 60 60 mm photocathode active area. The 34
signals from the 16 18 crossed wire anode of the PSPMT are
reduced to four through two resistor chains. The four signals are
amplified and digitized using CAMAC electronics controlled
with a Macintosh running Labview and are saved in list-mode
format. The NaI(Tl) crystal has black, light-absorbing material
around its sides and white diffuse material on its front (radiation
incident) side. The useful field of view with this crystal is about
4 4 cm .

Events are positioned in the image matrix in a continuous
manner using standard Anger logic. An in-house linearity
correction was also developed for this camera that remedies
inherent PSPMT nonuniformities and nonlinearities by correctly
placing mispositioned events. Other similar corrections have
been described in the literature [44]–[47]. We stepped a slit
source across the FOV in orthogonal directions and created
a slit position map. Comparing this position map with the
known actual slit locations, we generate a lookup table of
position correction factors, which are applied to the list-mode
data postacquisition. In addition, because a PSPMT does not
exhibit uniform gain across its FOV, variable energy windowing
is performed in a manner similar to that described above for
the LumaGem camera.

C. “Orbiter” Multipurpose Scintillation Camera

The Siemens Orbiter (Siemens Medical Systems, Hoffman
Estates, IL) is a large general-purpose scintillation camera
in routine clinical use in the UCLA nuclear medicine clinic.
Measurements were made with this camera using a low-en-
ergy high-resolution (LEHR) collimator (2.41 cm thick with
1.13-mm-diameter holes and 0.16-mm lead septa). It employs
a 45-cm-diameter 9-mm-thick NaI(Tl) crystal. All linearity,
uniformity, and energy corrections are built in to the acquisition
system.
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D. Spatial Resolution, Energy Resolution, and Sensitivity

Tumor contrast is closely related to system spatial resolution,
which has contributions from intrinsic and collimator compo-
nents. The contribution to system spatial resolution from par-
allel hole collimators at distance from the collimator is given
[22] by

(1)

where is the hole width, is the collimator-to-detector dis-
tance, and is the effective hole length. Mather [48] has shown
that can be approximated by

(2)

where is the physical hole length andis the total linear ab-
sorption coefficient.

The spatial resolution was measured for each camera at dis-
tances corresponding to the depth of the tumors in background.
A line source of Tc was stepped across the FOV and im-
aged in each position. The positions of the line sources in each
image, combined with their known locations, were used to de-
termine the pixel size. The full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
of the image profiles then gave the resolution in millimeters. In-
trinsic spatial resolution was measured in a similar manner but
with the collimator removed and using a 0.5-mm slit in lead irra-
diated by Tc. All resolution measurements were made near
the center of the FOV.

Energy resolution is defined as the FWHM of the (140 keV)
photopeak in an energy histogram divided by its energy.
Energy resolution was measured for the dedicated cameras by
irradiating the FOV with a uniform flood source of activity and
creating energy histograms for different regions across the face
of the cameras. Energy resolution is important in distinguishing
primary events from scattered events, which degrade image
contrast.

System sensitivity to incident radiation contributes signifi-
cantly to the image noise level. High-sensitivity devices can ac-
quire high statistics, low noise images, or images in a shorter
length of time compared with low-sensitivity devices. The prin-
cipal factor in determining system sensitivity is the geometric
acceptance, or sensitivity, of the collimator, given [22] by

(3)

where is the septal thickness and is constant with the value
0.28 for square holes in a rectangular array and 0.26 for hexag-
onal holes in a hexagonal array. System sensitivity, defined
as counts per second perCi, was measured by recording the
number of counts acquired in a fixed amount of time from a
thin, 3-cm-diameter disk of Tc placed on the collimator
face. Sensitivity is independent of distance for parallel hole
collimators.

E. Tumor Phantom: Contrast and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

An acrylic cylindrical compressed breast tumor phantom of
diameter 6 cm and height 1.2 cm, imbedded with six fillable

Fig. 1. (Top) Schematic diagram of the cylindrical tumor phantom viewed
from the top and the side. (Bottom) The tumor phantom with tumors at distances
of 6 mm (position 1), 18 mm (position 2), and 30 mm (position 3) from the
collimator face. The collimator would be pictured positioned underneath each
image.

cylinders of height 3 mm and diameters 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 mm,
was designed to be imaged at several depths (distances to the
collimator face) within a warm background and scatter environ-
ment. In addition, the top of the tumors were cone shaped for
ease of filling, with the top of the cone rising about 4 mm above
the bottom of each cylindrical tumor. Background and scatter
were provided by four cylindrical cavities of inner height 1 cm
and outer diameter 6 cm (volume 23 ml). The tumor phantom
can be placed in any of five positions within the background.
The design simulates a compressed breast. A schematic diagram
is shown in Fig. 1.

The cylindrical tumors and the background cylinders were
filled with Tc such that tumor-to-background activity con-
centration ratios of 10:1 and 5:1 were achieved. This choice was
motivated by Maublantet al.[9], who reported a

tumor to normal breast tissue Tc-sestamibi
uptake ratio for ductal or lobular carcinoma. The tumors were
filled with 0.02 or 0.01 mCi/ml, and the background was filled
with 0.002 mCi/ml. The tumors were stepped through the back-
ground and imaged at each of five positions (Fig. 1), corre-
sponding to tumormCi/mlto-collimator distances of 6, 18, 30,
42, and 54 mm. The phantom was placed directly on the colli-
mator in each case. Images were obtained with LumaGem, the
prototype camera, and Orbiter for both activity concentration
ratios. One-half of the phantom was imaged at a time with the
prototype camera to ensure that the tumors remained sufficiently
far from the edge of the FOV. Throughout each series of images,
the acquisition time was adjusted to compensate for radioactive
decay, with the initial imaging time being 10 min. Thus, the total
flux of activity striking the collimators was always constant.
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Tumor-to-background contrast in the images was determined
by measuring the mean pixel value within a small region of in-
terest (ROI) of constant size placed over each tumor in each
image and dividing by the mean background pixel value. The
signal-to-noise ratio was also measured for all tumors as the
mean pixel value within a small ROI placed over each tumor
divided by the standard deviation of the (uniform) background.
Where possible, multiple images were taken under identical cir-
cumstances, and the tumor contrast measurements were aver-
aged together. All images were processed using a 15% energy
acceptance window around the (140 keV) photopeak. The same
tumor-to-background activity concentration ratio and the same
imaging time was used for all images.

A model was also created that predicts the contrast achievable
with an ideal detector. In this case, an ideal detector is defined
as being noiseless and having perfect energy resolution. Images
were computer generated based on the known activity distribu-
tion in the phantom and the known concentration ratios. The
5:1 and 10:1 images were then blurred by applying a Gaussian
smoothing kernel with an FWHM equal to the spatial resolution
of each camera at each tumor-to-collimator distance. The con-
trast was measured as the maximum tumor value divided by the
mean background value.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spatial Resolution, Energy Resolution, and Sensitivity

Intrinsic spatial resolution, energy resolution, and sensitivity
are shown in Table I for all cameras, along with the collimator
dimensions for comparison. Relative to each other, the ab-
solute sensitivity data approximate those expected for each
collimator using (3). Sensitivity with the square hole collimator
for LumaGem (relative to the hexagonal hole collimator) is
increased beyond that expected from the collimator equations
alone because the septa lie on top of the gaps between crystals.
Intrinsic spatial resolution for LumaGem is equal to the pixel
size, as expected. Intrinsic spatial resolution for the Orbiter is
worse, as it employs a thicker crystal. The energy resolution
quoted for the dedicated cameras is the mean value and standard
deviation of all values over the entire FOV. Sample energy
spectra from the dedicated cameras are shown in Fig. 2. The
orbiter data presented in Table I are from Siemens technical
data sheets.

System spatial resolution measurements for all cameras are
shown at various distances from the collimator in Fig. 3.
Resolution increases approximately linearly with distance from
the collimator as expected from (1). The LumaGem camera with
the hexagonal hole collimator has the best spatial resolution at
all collimator distances, in spite of the fact that the hole size is
larger than that of the Orbiter LEHR collimator. This is due to
the superior intrinsic resolution of the LumaGem camera. With
the 2 mm matching square hole collimator, the resolution of
LumaGem is severely degraded. It is comparable with Orbiter
at distances close to the collimator face but falls off at larger
collimator distances. The prototype camera shows improved
resolution compared with Orbiter and similar resolution as
the hexagonal hole LumaGem at distances less than 20 mm
from the collimator face. Both the prototype and LumaGem

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Sample energy spectra from (a) one region of the prototype camera and
(b) one pixel of the LumaGem camera.

TABLE I
INTRINSIC SPATIAL RESOLUTION, ENERGY RESOLUTION, SENSITIVITY, AND

COLLIMATOR PROPERTIES FORALL CAMERAS IN STUDY AT 140 KeV

Fig. 3. Overall spatial resolution as a function of distance from the collimator
face for the three cameras. Both the square hole and the hexagonal hole
collimator are shown for the LumaGem.

with the hexagonal hole collimator show reduced resolution
with respect to Orbiter as the distance from the collimator
increases.

The observation that spatial resolution decreases with dis-
tance from the collimator face at a faster rate for the LumaGem
square hole collimator and the prototype camera (2-cm-thick
collimators) than it does for Orbiter and the LumaGem hexag-
onal hole collimator (2.4 cm collimators) is consistent with
the fact that their intended use is for shallow depth of field
imaging. For a standard compressed breast thickness of 4 to
6 cm, the small cameras should rarely have to image a tumor
more than 2 to 3 cm deep in tissue. This, in combination with
high intrinsic spatial resolution, allows small gamma cameras
to use shorter than standard collimators that, all else being
equal, provide increased sensitivity, which is essential for the
low-count-rate environment found in Sestamibi breast imaging.

B. Tumor Phantom: Contrast and Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Results of imaging the compressed breast cylindrical tumor
phantom at various depths with the three cameras are presented.
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Fig. 4. LumaGem camera contrast and signal-to-noise ratio for two
collimators plotted versus tumor diameter for tumors in position 1 (6 mm from
the collimator face) with a 10:1 tumor-to-background concentration ratio.

Contrast and signal-to-noise ratio are plotted for a few repre-
sentative cases as a function of tumor diameter, with error bars
representing the standard deviation of three independent mea-
surements. The remainder of the data are presented in tabular
form, with error values again representing the standard devia-
tion of three independent measurements. Data are only shown
for tumors in positions one through three (3 cm or less from
the collimator). Because the average thickness of a compressed
breast is 4 to 6 cm (Helvieet al. reported a mean compressed
breast thickness of 4.4 cm in a study population of 250 mam-
mography patients [49]), dedicated gamma cameras will rarely
have to image tumors deeper than 3 cm in tissue. It is worth
noting that this study is not entirely realistic, for the tumors are
being imaged at equal distances from the collimator with each
camera. While this provides a direct comparison of tumor de-
tectability with three cameras, it does not take into account the
primary advantage of small scintillation cameras, which is their
ability to be positioned close to the region being imaged. While
small cameras can easily be maneuvered into positions that min-
imize the tumor-to-collimator distance, standard gamma cam-
eras are limited in their ability to do this.

Contrast and signal-to-noise ratio are plotted for the
LumaGem camera with the tumors at a distance of 6 mm
(position 1) from the collimator in Fig. 4. Data are shown for
both the small hexagonal hole collimator and for the square
hole collimator, with a 10:1 tumor-to-background activity
concentration ratio. It is clear from Fig. 4 that using the hexag-
onal hole collimator results in better tumor contrast but worse
signal-to-noise ratio than the square hole collimator for tumors
6 mm from the collimator face. These results coincide with that
expected from resolution and sensitivity data. Corresponding
contrast values for an ideal detector are plotted in Fig. 5. The
remainder of the contrast and signal-to-noise ratio data for
the LumaGem camera, for tumors in positions two and three
with a 10:1 tumor-to-background ratio, and for tumors in
positions one through three with a 5:1 ratio, are presented in
Tables II–VI. Similar trends to those in Fig. 4 are seen. The
number in parentheses beside the contrast data in the tables
represents the fraction of the ideal detector contrast achieved
with the measured data, i.e., it is the measured contrast divided
by the ideal detector contrast.

Fig. 5. Tumor contrast as calculated for an ideal detector. Contrast is plotted
versus tumor diameter for the three cameras and four collimators with tumors
in position 1 (6 mm distance) and position 3 (30 mm distance) and using 5:1 or
10:1 tumor-to-background concentration ratios.

TABLE II
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR LUMAGEM CAMERA WITH

SQUARE ORPARALLEL HOLE COLLIMATORS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 2
(18 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE) WITH A 10:1 ACTIVITY

CONCENTRATION RATIO

TABLE III
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR LUMAGEM CAMERA WITH

SQUARE ORPARALLEL HOLE COLLIMATORS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 3
(30 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE) WITH A 10:1 ACTIVITY

CONCENTRATION RATIO

These numbers tend to decrease as the tumor diameter in-
creases, indicating that the cameras perform closer to expecta-
tion for small diameter tumors. A likely explanation is that for
small diameter tumors, the principle decrease in contrast comes
as a result of resolution effects, which the tumor model does take
into account. For larger diameter tumors, the principle decrease
in contrast comes not from resolution effects but from scatter,
which the model does not take into account, given that the ideal
detector has perfect energy resolution.
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TABLE IV
CONTRAST, SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR LUMAGEM CAMERA WITH SQUARE

OR PARALLEL HOLE COLLIMATORS. TUMORSARE IN POSITION 1 (6 mm FROM

COLLIMATOR FACE) WITH A 5:1 ACTIVITY CONCENTRATIONRATIO

TABLE V
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR LUMAGEM CAMERA WITH

SQUARE ORPARALLEL HOLE COLLIMATORS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 2
(18 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE) WITH A 5:1 ACTIVITY

CONCENTRATION RATIO

TABLE VI
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR LUMAGEM CAMERA WITH

SQUARE ORPARALLEL HOLE COLLIMATORS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 3
(30 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE) WITH A 5:1 ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION

RATIO

Tumor contrast and signal-to-noise ratio for all three cam-
eras are plotted in Figs. 6 and 8 for tumors in positions one and
three, respectively, with a 10:1 tumor-to-background ratio. Con-
trast is plotted in Fig. 10 for tumors in position one with a 5:1
tumor-to-background ratio. Signal-to-noise ratio was left out of
Fig. 10, as the trend is very similar to that seen in Figs. 6 and 8.
Corresponding contrast values for an ideal detector are plotted
in Fig. 5. Corresponding images are shown for the three sce-
narios, as well as profiles drawn through the 3- and 4-mm-di-
ameter tumors, for subjective evaluation in Figs. 7, 9, and 11.
Images acquired with the prototype camera and displayed here
are composite images created from the two individual images
acquired by imaging half the phantom in each position. The re-
mainder of the contrast and signal-to -noise ratio data, for tu-
mors in position two with a 10:1 tumor-to-background ratio and
for tumors in positions two and three with a 5:1 ratio, are pre-
sented in Tables VII–IX. Again, the number in parentheses be-
side the contrast data in the tables represents the fraction of the
ideal detector contrast achieved with the measured data, i.e., it
is the measured contrast divided by the ideal detector contrast.
These numbers again tend to decrease as the tumor diameter in-
creases. Data for the LumaGem camera are not duplicated here.

The tumor-to-background contrast seen with one or both
dedicated cameras is greater than or equal to that seen with

Fig. 6. (Top) Contrast and (bottom) signal-to-noise ratio plotted versus tumor
diameter for LumaGem (Hex Hole collimator), prototype, and Orbiter cameras.
Tumors are in position 1 (6 mm from the collimator face) and have a 10:1
tumor-to-background concentration ratio.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 7. (Top row) Tumor phantom images for (a) LumaGem, (b) Orbiter, and
(c) the prototype camera. Tumors are in position 1 (6 mm from the collimator
face) and have a 10:1 tumor-to-background concentration ratio. (Bottom row)
Corresponding profiles drawn through the 3- and 4-mm-diameter tumors (right
side of each image).

Orbiter at all tumor-to-collimator distances. The difference is
not as great, however, for the 5:1 tumor-to-background data.
This suggests that imaging tumors with low uptake values may
be a weakness of the dedicated cameras. The 2-mm-diameter
tumor was not visible in the prototype images. As the prototype
camera’s resolution is similar to LumaGem at close distances,
this may have been due to improper filling of the tumor
phantom in this instance. As the distance increases, the smallest
tumors are no longer visible as they fall below the resolution
limits of the camera and partial volume effects cause them to
blur into the background.
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Fig. 8. (Top) Contrast and (bottom) signal-to-noise ratio plotted versus tumor
diameter for LumaGem (Hex Hole collimator), prototype, and Orbiter cameras.
Tumors are in position 3 (30 mm from the collimator face) and have a 10:1
tumor-to-background concentration ratio.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. (Top row) Tumor phantom images for (a) LumaGem, (b) Orbiter, and
(c) the prototype camera. Tumors are in position 3 (30 mm from the collimator
face) and have a 10:1 tumor-to-background concentration ratio. (Bottom row)
Corresponding profiles drawn through the 3- and 4-mm-diameter tumors (right
side of each image).

LumaGem clearly had the best signal-to-noise ratio in all
cases, in spite of having the lowest sensitivity. One possible ex-
planation is, given that LumaGem is a pixilated system with a
relatively small number of pixels, the counts per pixel was far
greater. The other two cameras are continuous crystal systems
with comparatively larger matrix sizes. In addition, LumaGem
employs a flood uniformity correction, creating a very uniform
background, whereas the prototype does not. Orbiter and the
prototype camera had signal-to-noise values that were similar
to each other.

Fig. 10. Contrast plotted versus tumor diameter for LumaGem (Hex Hole
collimator), prototype, and Orbiter cameras. Tumors are in position 1 (6 mm
from the collimator face) and have a 5:1 tumor-to-background concentration
ratio.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 11. (Top row) Tumor phantom images for (a) LumaGem, (b) Orbiter, and
(c) the prototype camera. Tumors are in position 1 (6 mm from the collimator
face) and have a 5:1 tumor-to-background concentration ratio. (Bottom row)
Corresponding profiles drawn through the 3- and 4-mm-diameter tumors (right
side of each image).

TABLE VII
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR ORBITER AND PROTOTYPE

CAMERAS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 2 (18 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE)
WITH A 10:1 ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION RATIO

TABLE VIII
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR ORBITER AND PROTOTYPE

CAMERAS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 2 (18 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE)
WITH A 5:1 ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION RATIO
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TABLE IX
CONTRAST AND SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR ORBITER AND PROTOTYPE

CAMERAS. TUMORS ARE IN POSITION 3 (30 mm FROM COLLIMATOR FACE)
WITH A 5:1 ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION RATIO

In most cases, tumor signal-to-background ratio tends to be
higher for the prototype camera and the LumaGem camera than
for the Orbiter. Similarly, the resolution of the small cameras
is better than that of Orbiter at distances 30 mm or less from
the collimator face. As the tumors are moved farther away from
the collimator face, the difference in contrast between the small
cameras and Orbiter decreases, roughly following the trend seen
in the resolution data.

The tradeoff in medical imaging between resolution and
sensitivity is evident when one compares the two LumaGem
collimators. The hexagonal hole collimator has clearly better
contrast, and the square hole collimator has clearly better
signal-to-noise ratio. Both are important in evaluating image
quality. Sensitivity is not the only parameter associated with
signal-to-noise ratio, however. The superior flood uniformity
correction and coarse matrix size of the LumaGem result in
tumor signal-to-noise ratios that are clearly better than the
other cameras. This is in addition to having better contrast
and resolution, resulting in better overall image quality.

IV. CONCLUSION

The two compact, dedicated scintillation cameras we have
developed are competitive with commercially available scin-
tillation cameras, particularly in shallow depth of field appli-
cations such as breast imaging. Compared with the Siemens
Orbiter, they show improved spatial resolution at distances from
the collimator that are clinically relevant (30 mm or less), and
they have similar or improved sensitivity. As a result, the ded-
icated cameras produce images that have similar or improved
tumor-to-background contrast at tumor-to-collimator distances
of 30 mm or less, and they produce images with similar or better
tumor signal-to-noise ratios.

One of the primary limitations faced by small gamma
cameras is the useful field of view. The prototype camera, for
example, has a prohibitively small FOV that even hindered
phantom imaging. The FOV of LumaGem, while significantly
larger, may nonetheless prove to be near the lower limit of
practical size. Further investigation in a clinical situation is
necessary to shed more light on this issue.

The primary advantage of small cameras is the ease with
which they can be positioned close to the tumor or region of
interest where the resolution is highest. In this study, the tu-
mors were equidistant from the collimator for all cameras. This
leads us to believe that in a realistic imaging situation, such as
in the clinic, the tumor contrast will improve dramatically for
the dedicated cameras relative to Orbiter. In addition, we ex-

pect the performance of the dedicated cameras to improve with
further development. In this paper, we reported on a prototype
camera and a camera in its earliest stages of development. The
Siemens camera, on the other hand, has had years of research,
development, and clinical experience put into its production.
This paper indicates that further development, evaluation, and
clinical testing of compact, dedicated gamma cameras is war-
ranted, and that they are a feasible alternative to large and bulky
clinical gamma cameras.

V. FUTURE WORK

While this paper indicates that dedicated gamma cameras
look promising for breast imaging and seem likely to re-
place general-purpose Anger cameras for application-specific
imaging, we acknowledge that evaluating the ability of an
imaging system to detect lesions is a complex and highly
subjective task. This preliminary work, while not exhaustive,
has provided motivation to continue with the development
and testing of these cameras. The LumaGem is beginning to
undergo clinical trials, and comparative patient studies will
be performed. To fully evaluate tumor detectability, a receiver
operator characteristics study may have to be performed.
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